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and 
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Assist. Expedition Leader: Sandra Petrowitz [Germany] 

Expedition Guide: Marijke De Boer [The Netherlands] 

Expedition Guide: Claudio Ghiglione [Italy] 

Expedition/Snowshoe Guide: Mark Vogler [United States] 
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Werner Kruse 

Grace Bodo 
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Fran Pothecary 

[South Africa] 

[United States] 

[United Kingdom] 

[United Kingdom] 

Mountaineering Guide: Mal Haskins [New Zealand] 

Mountaineering Guide: Trevor Streat [New Zealand] 

   

 

welcome you on board! 



Day 1 – December 18th, 2018 
Embarkation, Ushuaia 
GPS position at 0800: 54°48.6‘S, 068°12.7‘W 
Wind: W Bft 4/5 Sea State: 2m Weather: Part Cloudy Air Temp: 10 °C Sea Temp: 6°C  
It was a late afternoon on a glorious sunny day when the first new passengers arrived to board the Ortelius. 

Our new family, from the young to the young at heart, walked down the pier with clear excitement and 

anticipation. The expedition staff greeted each guest as they climbed the gangway for the first time and 

directed them to the Reception to check in. Hotel Manager Sigi and his assistant Melanie quickly had all 

passengers assigned and shown to their cabins , their homes for the next 11 days.   

A few folks lingered in the 

Dining Room sorting out 

their rental gear but then 

came an announcement to 

meet in the Lecture Room 

for the mandatory safety 

briefing followed by an 

abandon ship drill— prac-

tising how to muster and 

put on the lifejackets. The 

ship pulled away from the 

dock with three strong 

blasts of the ship’s horn 

during the muster roll-call 

in the bar so we knew we 

were on our way! After fol-

lowing our muster cap-

tains up on deck to get fa-

miliar with the lifeboat lo-

cations, the drill was fin-

ished offering an excellent 

chance to enjoy more mo-

ments in the fresh air, ap-

preciating the gorgeous 

backdrop of craggy moun-

tains surrounding Ushuaia. 

Next up came Captain’s 

Cocktails, a chance to 

meet the ship’s master 

Ernesto Barria and hear his 

greeting and thoughts on how to get the most out of this trip, encouraging people to slow down and appre-

ciate your surroundings. Then our Hotel Manager gave a presentation about house rules, how the ship works, 

and all-important meal times. The Expedition Team then came forward, with Tobias outlining how the team 



will operate and explaining that everyone was in good hands – all we had to do was just trust the team to 

keep everyone safe and do as much as we possibly can under Mother Nature’s rules! Each team member 

introduced themselves briefly, and then everyone was ready to get out of the bar which had become almost 

like a sauna due to the unusually warm and sunny day!    

The outer decks provided a welcome respite, a chance to soak up yet more impressive scenery along the 

Beagle Channel, with snow-capped mountains and craggy slopes covered in beech trees offering us a farewell 

on our journey further south. Too soon for some, and not soon enough for others, Sigi’s announcement came 

calling us into dinner. A wonderful three-course meal was served by Sigi and his team, much to the delight of 

all those new aboard and setting the standard for the rest of the cruise. After dinner, with no more briefings 

or meetings to be had, folks focused on getting comfortable in their cabins, walked the outer decks, or gath-

ered in the bar chatting about all the exciting things to come during the voyage and bonding over a few drinks 

while Rolando provided wonderful service and witty banter. The doctor also dropped by to discuss with those 

concerned how to manage sea-sickness over the next few days on the infamous Drake Passage. The staff 

informed the passengers that during the night we would be leaving the shelter of the Beagle Channel and 

enter open water so we were advised to prepare for the “motion of the ocean”.  Properly set up, we drifted 

off, cosy in bed, dreaming of the adventures in store.   

 

  



Day 2 – December 19th, 2018 
At Sea in the Drake Passage 
GPS position at 0800: 56°17.5‘S, 065°41.6‘W 
Wind: W Bft 8  Sea State: 5m  Weather: Cloudy  Air Temp: 6°C  Sea Temp: -1°C  
Our ship was heaving quite a bit 

when Tobias‘ voice came 

through the speakers to wake 

us up. A rather stormy start but 

Ortelius was already sur-

rounded by effortlessly flying 

albatrosses and petrels. Despite 

the weather, after breakfast the 

real action started. The day was 

full of activity briefings, for as 

we were on a Basecamp voy-

age, there were many different 

things for everyone to take part 

in. There was, in particular, 

kayaking (with Fran) and moun-

taineering (with Mal and Trev) briefings to attend. After lunch, Gracie and James gave a briefing on camping, 

and later in the afternoon Marijke gave a talk about penguins explaining their adaption as to how they can 

survive the cold Antarctic conditions.  

Whoever was up and about 

could watch different sea birds 

following the ship. The black 

and white-speckled Cape Pet-

rels, brown Giant Petrels, Black-

browed Albatrosses, and the 

largest of them all: the Wander-

ing and the Royal Albatrosses. 

The Wandering Albatross is the 

largest flying bird in the world, a 

magnificent creature! A sleepy 

Antarctic Fur Seal woke up 

when Ortelius sailed past, and a 

Bottlenose Whale was seen 

breaching in the distance.  

In the afternoon, more people were starting to overcome sea-sickness (a battle between a person’s eyes and 

brain, with the stomach being the clear winner). During our daily briefing, Tobias informed us about nautical 

measurements such as knots and nautical miles and about our plans for tomorrow. Mark gave a short over-

view how to use the snowshoes during our onshore expeditions, and Sandra explained who Abraham Orte-

lius had been – a brilliant cartographer!  



After a wonderful dinner served piping hot, everyone slowly made their way to their cabins, into their warm 

cozy bed and with the sea finally becoming more gently, we were ready for another night of dreams about 

our upcoming adventures.  

  



Day 3 – December 20th, 2018 
At Sea in the Drake Passage 
GPS position at 0800: 60°29.8 S, 063°25.0‘W 
Wind: N Bft 4  Sea State: 2  Weather: Fog  Air Temp: 2°C  Sea Temp: -1°C 

 
We awoke in the night to the rock and roll of 9 - 10 meters waves and strong winds of the Drake Shake as 

we crossed the Antarctic Convergence. The morning brought calmer seas but also rain and fog and an in-

creasing number of Cape Petrels, Prions, 

Wandering and Sooty Albatrosses slip-

streaming Ortelius as we sailed deeper into 

the Southern Ocean. 

We had a busy morning following breakfast, 

first as Expedition Leader Tobias presented 

the mandatory zodiac safety briefing and 

IAATO regulations for going ashore, followed 

by a visit to Deck 3 Lecture Room to get our 

muck boots and zodiac life vests issued, in 

anticipation of our arrival at the Antarctic 

Peninsula the following morning. After lunch 

we started our biosecurity “Vacuum Party” in the bar, where all of us made sure to pick away seeds and 

clean dirt from outer wear, hiking equipment and camera bags, to prevent non-native species becoming 

established in this pristine environment.  



In the afternoon our South African staff photographer, Werner, gave us his photography tips and tricks for 

capturing great images of wildlife and the jaw-dropping landscapes of the Great White Continent. The last 

highlight of the day was our first sighting of a pair of Humpback Whales just a few hundred meters off the 

ship – welcome to Antarctica! 

  



Day 4 – December 21st, 2018 
Orne Harbor, Danco Island & Cuverville Island  
GPS position at 0800: 64°37.1‘S, 062°33.9‘W 
Wind: variable Bft 2  Sea State: 0  Weather: Party cloudy  Air Temp: 5°C  Sea Temp: -1°C 

 

Our first landing day in Antarctica! We woke up to a snowy, foggy morning after two eventful days at sea. 

Winds were gusting up to 30 knots and therefore the Zodiac cruise around Orne Harbour was cancelled. The 

Captain decided to sail to Danco Island for our first Antarctic landing instead. Kayakers and Mountaineers 

disembarked first to start their adven-

ture around Danco Island. We were 

greeted by a large Gentoo colony 

ashore and a Humpback whale showing 

off her tail between the floating ice-

bergs. For most, it was their first time 

walking with snowshoes that certainly 

helped reaching the viewpoint in the 

soft snow while the keen photogra-

phers stayed down low to capture the 

personalities of the roaming Gentoos. 

We headed back to Ortelius just before 

lunch and to our surprise, Ortelius was a 



festive wonderland. Christmas has arrived with decora-

tions all around the ship. During lunchtime Ortelius re-

located to Cuverville Island for an afternoon landing. As 

we approached the shoreline, we were greeted by a 

baby elephant seal waving at us. We spread out and 

walked up to the viewpoint for beautiful views of the 

bay down below. The elephant seal started to get curi-

ous and approach the passengers. His main goal was to 

reach the comfy-looking yellow snowshoe bags before 

he finally made himself comfortable on top of the land-

ing bags. Certainly a lot warmer than the cold snow! 

Tobias hosted the recap in the evening and Marijke gave us a little more information about elephant seals. 

After dinner the campers went ashore for a beautiful night of camping in the snow. The bar was filled with 

excitement as new friends shared their first experiences of their Antarctic adventure. 

Kayaking - Danco Island  

Arriving at Orne Harbour in the 

morning, things were not looking 

promising. Wind rippled over the 

water, and brash ice chimed on the 

waves. The first team from Michi-

gan State however got ready to go 

and by the time we got to Danco Is-

land, it was a different story alto-

gether. The sea was millpond 

smooth and there were some lovely 

icebergs just waiting to be explored 

– not too close of course! We 

headed off round the north side of 

the island away from the landing 

site and found ourselves in amongst the calls of Gentoos, washing and hanging out in rafts over the shore. 

We detoured to a small island that was temporary home to a seal and also a pair of sheathbills – one very 

funny moment when a sheathbill took off and flew uncertainly over the group, almost making a landing on 

Mallory’s head, maybe mistaking her woolly hat for a suitable nest. On the far side of island, ice cliffs revealed 

fascinating strata of glacial ice, layered with dust and algae and penguin poo. Just as we loaded back into the 

Zodiacs then we saw an amazing sight of a few hundred penguins in a large sociable raft so we spent five 

minutes getting a bit closer to these birds in a state of feeding, washing and general off-nest relaxation be-

fore we headed back to the ship.  

Kayaking - Cuverville Island  

Cuverville Island was only a short sail from Danco and the weather remained super calm with wispy layers 

of cloud and fog wreathing the surrounding mountain scenery. Cuverville is a great island in that it is perfectly 

possible to circumnavigate it in a couple of hours and so we did. The channel on the west side was ice free 

for the first time in a few weeks and the waters are wonderfully shallow so we paddled around over gin-



clear water and also noted the few seals and penguins on shore. We took a moment of silence off the south 

of the island before paddling back along the super-steep cliffs redolent with shag colonies, and kelp gull 

nests. Most amusingly we found a lone Chinstrap penguin, standing on the outermost fringes of the Gentoo 

colony, looking a little out of place!  

Mountaineering - Danco Island 

Our first objective in Antarctica was to have been to Spigot Peak in Orne Harbor – however the wind and 

weather conspired against us.  Instead we changed plans and reset our sights on a smaller yet steeper ob-

jective – a small series of ice cliffs on Danco Island. Finding safe seracs (ice cliffs) to climb can be a challenge 

at times – but with so many areas to choose from down on the Antarctic Peninsula we had multiple options. 

A very short Zodiac drive from the ship got us ashore not far from the normal landing.  As we were getting 

rigged up to climb, a Humpback Whale casually swam by the beach only 10 m offshore! Gaining the bottom 

of the ice cliffs seemed to prove to be more difficult than the actual climbing as the loose wet deep snow 

saw the first team mostly sinking in up to mid-thigh. After Mal and Trevor set up top ropes with strong ice 

anchors at the top the team got their first taste of swinging tools and climbing vertical ice on the Antarctic 

Peninsula. 

 

Mountaineering - Cuverville Island 

With a larger group this time we landed ashore after lunch on Cuverville Island. This island offers a long slow 

rising slope up to a broad summit with 360-degree views of the surrounding passage, mountains and glaciers. 

The team again encountered wet deep unsupportive snow that had the guides working hard as they plug 

deep wet snow steps despite the snowshoes we were all wearing. A few team members felt that they wanted 



to stop ½ way up and return to shore – which was relatively easy to accomplish whilst the rest of us made 

our slow walk up the hill to be rewarded by incredible views, looking down on the sea kayaks as they paddled 

around Cuverville Island. After a very short snowball fight, we turned back to retrace our steps back to the 

shore and returned to our Basecamp Vessel Ortelius. 

Camping - Kerr Point 

After our first amazing day in Antarctica the weather held fine and the first group was able to go ashore for 

camping! It was a challenging landing due to so much snow, but everyone worked together to help one 

another until we all got safely ashore. First thing was to put on snow shoes, the only way to traverse the area 

without sinking to our knees in snow. Our spot for the night was at Kerr Point. We didn’t want to camp too 

close to shore in case of flooding from a calving glacier, nor did we want to be too close to the cliffs in case 

of avalanche. So we picked a perfect spot in between, safe from either of these beautiful yet fearsome pos-

sibilities. And off we went digging our trenches in the snow, single and double homes all over while Grace 

worked on building a toilet with a view over the water, icebergs and glaciers across the bay.  Once we had 

our camp set up for the most part, those of us not already cozy in our bivvies gathered in a line to spell 

‘ANTARCTICA’. Some had more difficult letters than others, the ‘C’ and ’N’ particularly.  But we pulled off 

quite an impressive photo. Now it was time to get into bed and get warm. Alhough a bit of a wiggle, eventu-

ally everyone was inside. We were ‘tucked in’ with a photo of us in our impressive trenches all bundled up, 

then spent some time listening to the noises of calvings all around as we fell asleep. Morning came early, 

the weather had picked up a bit in the night but was still not too bad. A good amount of snow fell through 

the night and we woke with a layer over our bivvy bags. Also several seals had come up on the island next to 

us. We packed up our camping kits, got ready to go and again all helped each other into the Zodiacs. One 

last task on the ship was to hang up our gear to dry. And finally, to our rooms for warm showers, sleep and 

comfortable toilets. What a wonderful night we had had camping!  

 



Day 5 – December 22nd, 2018 
Neko Harbour, Brown Station & Skontorp Cove 
GPS position at 0800: 64°51.0‘S, 062°33.8‘W 
Wind: SE Bft 1  Sea State: ice  Weather: overcast  Air Temp: 7°C  Sea Temp: -1°C 

 

We awoke to snowflakes tumbling in calm air, with ice floes and icebergs around the ship. The happy camp-

ers had been picked up after their adventurous night out, and during breakfast Ortelius arrived at Neko 

Harbour, our intended spot for the morning. Both the glacier front and the landing site only slowly appeared 

out of the fog; additionally, the landing was blocked by a huge amount of brash ice and bergy bits. The first 

few Zodiacs with the staff and the mountaineers dared to push through but then the Expedition Team de-

cided that it was not safe to continue. Within 

minutes, plan B came into action: Since the 

ice was already there – as were groups of 

Gentoo penguins literally everywhere – a Zo-

diac cruise in the ice it would be! More boats 

were launched and we all set out. The fog, 

the stillness of the air, the otherworldly sur-

roundings made for a very atmospheric 

cruise. Slowly weaving through brash ice and 

slaloming inside the icy labyrinth, there was 

so much to see! We observed penguins quite 

close, porpoising, swimming, even jumping 



onto or from the ice. We marvelled at beautifully sculpted icebergs and curiously picked up a small piece of 

ice to inspect the delicate air bubbles trapped inside. Way to soon it was time to return to the ship. 

During lunch Ortelius made her way towards Paradise Harbour. Low clouds were hiding some of the scenery 

of mountains and glaciers but soon movements in the water caught the attention of the Bridge team: Orcas! 

We rushed to the outside decks to see the triangular-shaped dorsal fins appear and disappear as the pod of 

whales moved on. Right after, a Humpback whale showed up close to the ship so we felt very welcome right 

away – It seemed a paradise indeed, not just for the scenery. While half of us made a landing at the Argentine 

Brown Station to get up close and personal with even more penguins, the other half explored Skontorp Cove 

by Zodiac before we swapped groups halfway through. Those who were cruising the glacier-lined bay spent 

some time looking at nesting shags and bathing Cape petrels before they spotted another pod of Orca. This 

group was coming towards the zodiacs, and we got fantastic views of a large male with its huge dorsal fin 

but there were also 

a curious calf and at 

least one juvenile 

Orca in the pod. Sit-

ting quietly in our 

Zodiacs with the 

engines turned off, 

the whales did not 

seem to mind our 

presence at all. 

What an experi-

ence! While the 

second group went ashore after their cruise, the wind picked up considerably, and the ride back to the ship 

was completely different from the way in. After we all had made it safely back on board Ortelius, the Expe-

dition Team invited us for recap – and Expedition Leader Tobias reminded us that we had gotten a very good 

impression today what traveling in Antarctica actually meant, from the change of plans in the morning to 

the change of conditions in the afternoon and all the unexpected encounters. With regards to changes of 

plans, another one was still to happen: Due to adverse conditions, camping unfortunately had to be post-

poned – the winds were simply too much for safe operations. 

Kayaking - Brown Station 

Brown Station never fails to deliver a quality outing and Fran, the kayak guide, said it was her favourite place 

for kayaking – something that the group came to understand by the end of the day. To start with we were 

distracted by orcas off the stern of the ship but once we had torn ourselves away, we were quickly on the 

water and able to follow them into Skontorp Cove. We lost sight of them but luckily, two humpbacks ap-

peared so we set off towards them. However, they were traveling rather faster than us and slightly away 

from us and we realized that there were other things that could be better viewed from a kayak. Namely the 

tiny cove off Skontorp, which holds a small anchorage and some stunning, rather precarious looking blue ice 

cliffs. It was also home to a small ice floe packed with seals – mainly Weddell and Crabeaters in a cosy group, 

resting up and lazily scratching, occasionally raising their heads to look at the six red intruders. Finally, we 

headed back under the steep cliffs admiring the complex banding of sedimentary rock strata, punctured by 

bright green streaks of copper, and watching the low flying cormorants coming back to their fat brown fluffy 



chicks already exercising their wings in anticipation of future flight. The wind got up just as we rounded to 

Brown Station but we were quickly back to the ship in time for a recap. 

Mountaineering - Neko Harbor 
 
Concerns about the shifting ice and poor visibility meant that we ended up cancelling the day and doing a 
Zodiac cruise instead. 
 
Mountaineering - Brown Station 
 
Calm conditions and seas on our arrival combined with very little ice meant that the afternoon activities 

were full steam ahead. The mountaineers were again the first group off the ship to make an attempt on a 

small peak behind Brown Station. Here again we were thwarted in a full summit due to the snow conditions. 

Our guides were concerned about possible avalanche conditions up the final slope leading towards the small 

peak and summit so despite snow conditions being good for making easy steps up the slope we stopped at 

the small col below the peak. From this point we could see the kayakers moving around the ice below us on 

one side as they approached a group of seals hanging out on the ice. To the other side we had a small inlet 

coming in from the entrance near Brown Station. Of course, having turned around it was much faster walking 

back to near the base on our already well-trodden tracks. The small rocky outcrop above the base was to be 

our summit for today and a small bonus was the pre-built snow slide we could use for a bit of fun before 

returning, again, to Ortelius. 

 

Camping - Damoy Point 

While the day had been beautiful, come evening some rough weather had made its way in. By the time we 

were at our camp site for the night the winds were blowing up to 56 knots. Looking outside it was obvious 

that not only was it unsafe to go ashore, but if we did it would be an unbearably miserable night of camping. 

So group two was moved to camping night five in hopes of fairer weather on their second attempt.  

  



Day 6 – December 23rd, 2018 
Damoy Point/Dorian Bay, Peltier Channel & Port Lockroy 
GPS position at 0800: 64°47.9‘S, 063°30.6‘W 
Wind: Variable Sea State: 1 Weather: Overcast Air Temp: 5°C Sea Temp: -1°C 

 

When we awoke in the morning with high hopes for the day, low clouds hugged the mountains, a fog bank 

threatened to approach and the winds lingered so Plan B it was again: Captain Ernesto took Ortelius into the 

very scenic Peltier Channel which is less known than the Lemaire Channel but very much worth a visit with 

steep rock walls and ice cliffs on ei-

ther side. On the approach, Sandra 

gave a multi-faceted talk about the 

White Continent, touching on his-

tory, the name, geography, climate 

and wildlife. As soon as she had fin-

ished, we grabbed our jackets and 

cameras and headed out onto the 

decks to marvel at the beauty pass-

ing on either side of the ship. A bit 

later Mal talked about glaciers and 

climate change, and we learned a 

lot about the ‘Rivers of Ice’ and how 

fragile they are. 



Meanwhile, all of us were hop-

ing for conditions to improve so 

that we would be able to visit 

Port Lockroy in the afternoon, 

and indeed: When we arrived in 

front of Goudier Island with the 

British Base A and historic 

Bransfield House, the moun-

tains were still covered in low 

clouds but the winds had 

calmed down enough to launch 

the Zodiacs. Off they went, tak-

ing half of us first to Port Lock-

roy and the other half to the 

penguins and seals of Jougla 

Point, a nearby island on which 

the team had marked a snow-

shoe route. The kayakers went 

out to enjoy the silence and the 

scenery before coming to join 

the others for the landing at 

Port Lockroy. The mountaineers 

made their way up a slope in the 

back of the bay to do some ice 

climbing; they were visible as 

small colorful dots on a big 

white screen. There was still a 

lot of fast ice in the bay with a 

sailing yacht anchored to it; 

there were also leopard seals 

hauled out right on the edge which gave us a good opportunity to watch them from up close. Those at Port 

Lockroy strolled to the museum, stamped their passports, sent postcards, bought last-minute Christmas pre-

sents in the shop or entertained themselves with watching the delightful Gentoos inhabiting most of the 

place. At halftime, we swapped groups – time flew, and there was so much to see! As we returned on board 

Ortelius, all of us were glad that the weather had allowed for the afternoon activities to go ahead as it would 

have been a real pity if conditions had been adverse. So very happy visitors/very happy shoppers attended 

the daily Recap in which Tobias outlined the plans for tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 



Kayaking 

Although the morning session was cancelled it was lucky that by the afternoon, the conditions had calmed 

enough for us to put on the water and paddle around Goudier Island and Alice Bay. As well as the many 

penguins of Port Lockroy, we were lucky 

enough to get close to two very sleepy leopard 

seals – a female and a younger one – who had 

hauled out on the ice at the back of the bay. It 

was most amusing to see a penguin leap out of 

the water right next to the seal – only to beat a 

hasty retreat once it spotted the sleepy preda-

tor. We enjoyed a pleasant afternoon on the 

water and then headed to the Penguin Post Of-

fice to look at the museum and spend our 

money on some presents for family and friends 

back home and our own Antarctic mementos. 

Mountaineering - Port Lockroy 

Rising winds, deteriorating visibility and snow meant that we had to again make a change of plans – we had 

intended to climb Mount Jabet, which would have taken roughly ¾ of a day. However, we shifted to a shorter 

afternoon outing to another ice cliff behind the Penguin Post Office at Port Lockroy. There was still a large 

amount of fast ice in the region with plenty of seals out resting and we needed to walk around the edge of 

the ice to make sure we didn’t fall through the ice and into the underlying sea. The climbing itself was on a 

35 m wall of ice with a large bank of snow at its base – gradually steepening up as we climbed closer to the 

top. Our Guides had climbed up a snow arete earlier to create an anchor as we put on our crampons, checked 

each other for safety and then clipped into the ropes and began to swing our tools to get a taste of near-

vertical ice. After finishing we also had the chance to visit Port Lockroy, get passports stamped, checked out 

all the Gentoo Penguins nesting around the base before calling our Zodiac Uber Drivers to deliver us again 

back to the Ortelius.  

 

 



 

Camping - Damoy Point 

While big puffy snowflakes were falling, conditions were good enough for camping to be a go! Everyone got 

ready in their gear and headed up to Deck 6 to collect their camping kit for the night. We were camping at 

Damoy Point, a spot just next to a Gentoo penguin colony. It was a slippery rock landing, but with the help 

of Gracie and Jim, using a proper sailors grip, we were all able to get on shore without slipping into the 

freezing pool. No one wanted to participate in an unexpected polar plunge! As we were setting up camp 

something amazing happened for the first time on our expedition, blue skies started to appear in the dis-

tance. Soon the snow stopped, the wind calmed and the sun was peeking through, creating beautiful colors 

on the clouds of pink and orange.  Everyone was speedy at setting up their camp and soon after we gathered 

to take our group photo, it was a bit of a process to assign letters to everyone and spell out ‘Antarctica’ but 

we managed it not once, but twice. The second time was with all the Michigan State students proudly holding 

up their University flags on either side.  As the conditions were so lovely we made a short hike up to the 

hilltop for more amazing views. Then seeing as it was near midnight, with wake up only five hours away, we 

all started getting into our bivvy bags settling in for the night. Some of us slept warm and cozy while others 

stayed up most or all of the night, but slightly dozing at least. As we were woken up in the morning and got 

out of our bivvies we could see the wind 

had picked up, and the temperature had 

dropped. We made quick work getting our 

campsites tidied, our holes filled in to 

make sure no penguins would get stuck, 

and headed down to catch our Zodiac back 

to the ship.  After helping to hang up our 

camping gear to dry we were free to enjoy 

warm beds, hots showers and await deli-

cious breakfast.  While it’s not always the 

most comfortable to camp in Antarctica, it 

was definitely an unforgettable experience 

and we were all happy to have done it.   



Day 7 – December 24th, 2018 
Lemaire Channel, Pleneau Island & Petermann Island 
GPS position at 0800: 65°02.6‘S, 063°53.8‘W 
Wind: N Bft 2 Sea State: Swell Weather: Snow Air Temp: 2°C Sea Temp: -2°C 

 

On Christmas Eve we woke up to a snowy day. After having sailed through the famous Lemaire Channel 

which happened to be just open enough for Ortelius and the Captain to do their waltz around the icebergs, 

the Expedition Staff prepared the Zodiacs for a cruise. Dressed up and ready to go we set out to explore the 

bay. Lots of blue icebergs were floating around with many occupied by Gentoo penguins. The Gentoos put 

on a show jumping up and down ice floes. Further along the island we discovered a few Adelie penguins 

between the Gentoos. The snow started falling really heavily with some hail in between. We all headed back 

to the ship to warm up and have lunch. In came 

a surprise announcement over the PA system: 

Killer whales were circling a piece of ice with 

about 10 Crabeater seals on it. They tried to cre-

ate a wave to cause the ice to move and a seal 

to slide off. Marijke suspected that the behavior 

of the whales indicated that a seal was captured. 

While repositioning to Petermann Island for the 

afternoon landing the clouds opened up. The 

weather cleared, and we were experiencing the 

first blue skies of the cruise!  



 

On Petermann, we put on snowshoes and hiked to a large Adelie penguin colony. The views across to the 

mountains of the Antarctic mainland were stunning, and we took it all in until the very last minute. Today 

was also – finally! – the eagerly anticipated big day for all the adventurous souls to do the polar plunge. 

About 40 passengers stripped down to their swimsuits and went for a swim in -1˚C water. Everyone survived 

and with the adrenaline pumping we headed back to 

the ship the celebrate Christmas Eve. To our surprise 

the Captain took us for a cruise through very densely 

packed sea ice. Penguins and seals were resting on 

larger pieces as we sailed past. This was the perfect 

time for a Christmas BBQ on the heli deck. The hotel 

staff prepared the best BBQ in the polar regions. As 

the snow started falling again we took a passenger 

group photo on the back of the deck and eventually 

headed to the bar for Christmas carols and celebra-

tions. Merry Christmas everyone! 

Kayaking - Pleneau Island & Petermann Island 

It isn’t always that we managed to get out south of the Lemaire Channel but this Christmas Eve the weather 

delivered. The group who went out in the morning was met by very Christmassy snow showers and we were 

wearing full winter kit including googles. We hugged the very pretty rocky coastline, peppered with penguins 

– all Gentoos except for one lone Adelie. We even caught a glimpse of a leopard seal!  



From Peterman we could see the line of old win-

ter fast ice to our south, we really felt as if we 

were in the deep south of Antarctica by now. Alt-

hough the wind was still playing around with 

waves, we got ready and once we were in against 

the islands, we were quite well protected. We 

practiced some skills like turning the kayaks in as 

small of circle as possible and holding our position 

relative to the land – all useful skills to have in the 

unpredictable waters of Antarctica.  

We tried to get through some of the small islets 

to the south of Peterman but large bergs blocked 

all our ways. No matter, the sun had decided to 

come out and it was a really beautiful afternoon. 

In fact, it was so warm and sunny that most of the 

group decided they wanted to do the polar 

plunge so we came back to the ship to uplift kay-

aks and head for the shore. Their screams of 

shock suggested that it wasn’t quite as warm as 

they might have wanted! 

 

Mountaineering - Hovgaard Island 

With no visibility, heavy snow and possible increasing wind the morning’s plan to try a traverse of Hovgaard 

Island were quickly changed. Instead we took the opportunity to do survival training. The team got to prac-

tice how to use a group shelter called a Bothy Bag. It is essentially a large water- and windproof bag that up 

to 8-9 people can sit inside of. It very quickly gets warm and gives great shelter from any wind. Whilst this 

was going on the other activity was building snowcaves! We learnt just how warm AND wet you can get in 

the snow while we tunnelled into a snow slope and then dug out a living/survival space under the snow. It 

may not have been a typical mountaineering day, but the skills we were shown were a great insight into 

being prepared when going out into the hills in Antarctica or indeed anywhere in the world. 



Mountaineering - Petermann Island 

Our second summit for the trip and our actual first day of sunshine! Petermann Island gave us a reasonably 

steep slope to climb with a long flat broad ridge before reaching the very open summit – the views were 

again amazing with finally a sunny calm day. Snow Angels were requested on the way down, so we lay our-

selves on the line to create them before continuing back down our tracks to find a short safe slope where 

we created our own slide – everybody’s laughs were added to the cry of the Gentoo colony on the Island. 

And while it was a short day out doing the mountaineering activity, this meant that we could get back to 

shore to join in with the Polar Plunge before returning to the Ortelius. 

 



 

Camping - Splitwind Island 

Christmas Eve camping was a bit touch and go. We were on standby for quite some time. Due to ice condi-

tions and potential ice moving in to block our way out of the Lemaire Channel, we had to search for an 

alternative camp spot a bit farther north than planned. We came to a beautiful island in the Lemaire itself 

and were finally called to get ready and collect our camping kits. The Expedition Staff went out in Zodiacs 

first to land the gear and prepare the camp spot. As we were waiting at the gangway ready to go, they were 

battling the 1-2 meters swell around the island, trying to find a safe spot to land. As Grace and Mark were 

offloading the gear, the swell caused one Zodiac to be nearly vertical in the water, a very dangerous position 

to be in and not too far from slipping backwards. The Team kept on searching to find a place where it was 

safe to land, but due to the sea conditions it had to be called off. Us, being the good, easygoing lot that we 

are, were super understanding that everything possible had been done to try and make the camping happen.  

While of course a bit disappointed, we were hopeful for another chance tomorrow, handed back in our camp 

kits and made our way either to the bar or to our beds.  



Day 8 – December 25th, 2018 
Useful Island & Ketley Point  
GPS position at 0800: 64°44.1‘S, 062°54.3‘W 
Wind: SW Bft 4 Sea State: 2 Weather: Sun Air Temp: 3°C Sea Temp: 0°C  

 

Christmas Day was special in many regards, for we explored two places no member of the Expedition Team 

had ever visited before – a true Expedition Day! As neither Useful Island nor Ketley Point on Rongé Island 

had been part of any trip route before, the Staff Team scouted those sites before starting landing operations. 

In the morning, it was quite a stretch from the ship 

to Useful Island but the Zodiac ride was part of the 

exciting experience. Following a narrow pathway in 

the snow, we walked to the top of the island and 

were treated to beautiful weather conditions with 

clear skies and sun, and incredible views all across 

the Gerlache Strait and towards Rongé Island all the 

while we were surrounded by Gentoo and even 

some Chinstrap penguins! Never mind that the re-

turn to the ship was against the wind and not com-

pletely dry …  

During lunch, the team scouted the second landing site – and again, what a great time we had at Ketley 

Point! From inside a tiny cove we made our way to the top of the hill passing through different groups of 



Gentoo penguins and Chinstrap penguins. Again, the views were amazing: The bay was full of huge icebergs 

and some whales were taking a rest in the bay just in front of us.  

 

After the landing we returned to the ship for the special Christmas Dinner the chefs and the galley team had 

prepared, and still we were surrounded by the beauty of the Gerlache with ice-clad mountains and the odd 

whale blow in the distance. In order to shorten the distance on the way back and to make most of the calm 

conditions, Ortelius repositioned to a new location for the camping night: Melchior Island. While the campers 

set out for a night on top of a snow dome, many of the others gathered in the Bar for a very special Christmas 

party. Merry Christmas everyone! 

 

Kayaking - Ketley Point 

It was a bit touch and go whether we would be able to get on the water as there was a decent wind in the 

Gerlache Strait over lunch, however closer in to shore, it eased enough to allow us to launch 12 kayaks. 

Ketley Point was a new venue and there were quite a few penguin colonies – however the slight swell kept 

us at a bit of a distance from the shore and we eased our way up and down under some nice snow slopes, 

keeping a respectful distance from the occasional ice face. It was pretty challenging keeping the kayaks in a 

straight line with the wind behind us, and it also took some effort to come round into the wind but we all 

managed! 

 

 

 



Mountaineering - Ketley Point 

A trip with a difference – today our guides were driving their own Zodiacs and we were going to visit a 

location that the Expedition Team and ship’s Crew had never visited before – so we were definitely out on 

an adventure expedition morning (Adventure: Activity with an Unknown Outcome). Our guides found a safe 

landing site after driving the Zodiacs around several different possible landing spots and mountaineering 

routes. There were about 15 knots of wind on our backs as we motored away from Ortelius – which meant 

that we would need to come back all the way into the wind! After finding the landing site we had to get all 

our gear ashore – avoiding an-

noying the Gentoos and seals 

lounging about, and then we 

had just enough time to do a 

short hike up the slope before 

returning to find our Zodiacs 

well and truly grounded as the 

tide had run out! 10 minutes 

of hard labour and standing in 

deep water with our Muck 

Boots keeping our socks dry, 

and we were again in the wa-

ter and on our way back to Or-

telius – with a little bit of extra 

spray and waves as we wove 

our way around large ice-

bergs. 

 

Mountaineering - Ketley Point 

With a great deal of thanks to 

the morning’s team we were 

able to make faster time up to 

the previous group’s high 

point where we could con-

tinue on and upwards. The 

wind and cloud were increas-

ing so instead of going for the 

small summit above us we 

traversed towards a small rock 

– which turned out to be a 

Gentoo Penguin hanging out 

about 250m above the sea! 

We weren’t quite sure why he 

was there and he wasn’t that 

willing to tell us – perhaps he 

was simply enjoying the mountains the same as us. As we returned to our landing area our guides took the 

ropes off and got us to wait just above a steep slope not far from the landing site – the snow had become 



incredibly soft and wet and the guides were concerned with the avalanche hazard. After kicking off a series 

of small wet slide avalanches to make the slope safe enough we were then able to enjoy quite a steep slide 

back down to near the landing site, a quick gear resort and our final Zodiac journey back to Ortelius. This was 

the last mountaineering trip of this voyage – a huge thanks from Mal and Trev for everybody being attentive 

and listening well to safety briefs, bringing the right gear and enjoying the mountain environment so much! 

Keep on having fun! 

 
 

 

 

 



 

Camping - Melchior Island 

This was our last chance to go camping. After a stunning and blue-sky day hopes were high that the night 

would be good weather as well. We made our way to an Argentinian base, Melchior. We were waiting on 

standby and finally the announcement came: Yes, we were going camping! Of the 33 spots available to go 

camping, exactly 33 people wanted to go, so it worked out perfectly despite two nights having been can-

celled due to the weather. It was a bit of a climb arriving to the camp spot but once on top it had the most 

amazing views in all directions. It was a narrow island, narrowed down even more by the overhanging cliff 

all along one side, requiring a large portion to be marked off as ‘no go’ zone. However, there was plenty of 

room for everyone to dig their camp trench all in a row. We managed to find a spot to take an amazing 

‘Antarctica photo’. By this time it was already nearly midnight and everyone started getting into their bivvy 

bags. Gracie walked down the line and tucked us all in with a bedtime photo cozy in our bags. And we fell 

asleep to the peaceful sounds of wild Antarctica. 



Day 9 – December 26th, 2018 
At Sea in the Drake Passage 
GPS position at 0800: 64°01.3’S, 062°54.6’W 
Wind: E Bft  5 Sea State: 3  Weather: snow  Air Temp: 0°C  Sea Temp: 0°C 
 

After a rather gentle night of slight rolling, the morning broke cloudy and overcast. The campers had had an 

early wake up with humpback whales breaching in the distance as they made it back onboard. The Ortelius 

rocked back and forth as the call for breakfast came through the airwaves. We were heading out onto the 

open seas!  

At 09:30 Marijke gave a talk about Antarctic whales, how to identify them and also how they have adapted 

themselves to surviving in such extreme conditions. Most of us took the latter part of the morning to rest up 

after a series of impressive but very busy days on the Antarctic Peninsula.  

After lunch Claudio gave a lecture on climate change – a serious problem that is having a big impact on the 

fragile Antarctic ecosystem. Some humpback whales cruised close by the Ortelius, waving their flukes and 

flippers as to say goodbye to us. In the late afternoon Mark told us everything about how life is on the Ant-

arctic station McMurdo.  

After dinner we were accom-

panied by three beautiful 

Light-mantled Sooty Alba-

trosses – they came close to 

the bow using the upward 

draft the vessel is creating 

whilst we were steaming 

north into mild winds. Tiny 

Wilson’s storm-petrels were 

dancing on the waves when 

the day came to an end and 

everyone slowly made their 

way to their cabins. 

 

 

  



Day 10 – December 27th, 2018 
At Sea in the Drake Passage 
GPS position at 0800: 59°51.44‘S, 063°47‘W 
Wind: NNW 3 Bft  Sea State: 2  Weather: Cloudy  Air Temp: 5°C Sea Temp: 2°C 

 

This morning we were allowed to stay in bed longer – there was no wake-up call, just Sigi’s gentle voice 

reminding us of breakfast. The Drake gave us a little break from the rough seas she had thrown at us on our 

first crossing, with warm sunshine and a little calmer 

sea in the morning, followed by some fog in the after-

noon as Ortelius crossed the Antarctic Convergence. 

While some remained in their cabins, many were in 

the Bar throughout the day, writing journals, editing 

photos, playing board and card games, and visiting 

amongst the passengers. At 10:00, we were invited to 

attend Tobias’s lecture about the geology of Antarc-

tica. He explained the breakup of Pangaea, plate tec-

tonics and how the Antarctic continent drifted to its 

current location. As we sailed north, we were accom-

panied by Cape petrels and an albatross or two.   



In the afternoon, those who weren’t enjoying a well-earned nap, attended Fran’s fascinating talk about the 

Historic British huts on the Antarctic Peninsula. Then Gracie treated us all to an Antarctic Trivia contest in 

the Bar, where many of the passengers gave it their squawking all, with impersonations of their favorite 

penguins! 

Just before dinner, we met in the Bar for the daily recap where Gracie showed us just how big Antarctic 

birds’ wingspans are, using a knotted rope and a passenger volunteer to assist. Then it was off to dinner, 

followed by some retiring to the cabins while others headed back to the bar to upload photos to the share 

folder, more card games or a nightcap. 

 

 

  



Day 11 – December 28th, 2018 
Drake Passage & Isla de los Estados (Staten Island) 
GPS position at 0800: 37°21.1‘S, 064°25.4‘W 
Wind: SW Bft 5   Sea State: 3 Weather: cloudy Air Temp: 6°C Sea Temp: 4°C 

 
During the night the ship’s movement first increased, then eased again, and in the morning we found our-

selves sailing under a sunny sky with only moderate waves reminding us that we were still in the Drake, after 

all. As we had made such good progress due to much better conditions than anticipated, the Captain had 

decided to apply for a permit to sail closer to the Argentinian shoreline to the east of Cape Horn. Ortelius 

headed towards Isla de los Estados (Staten Island), and after breakfast we had land in sight! While the ship 

was inching ever closer, Sandra gave a talk about Frank Hurley, the photographer of Shackleton’s famous 

expedition. Afterwards, most of us headed out onto the decks to take in the views of the coastline so sur-

prisingly green, a color that had been missing almost entirely during our stay in Antarctica. There was plenty 

of wildlife to observe: sea lions, albatrosses, penguins, dolphins, they all came by to pay the ship a visit. 

Under a blue sky with the sun shining, we thoroughly enjoyed this very special finale to our cruise – hardly 

ever we experience such a calm Drake which allows for some extra activity.  

In the afternoon it was time to hand in our trusted rubber boots and Zodiac lifejackets, and unfortunately it 

was also time to settle our ship’s accounts with Sigi and Melanie at Reception. Once this was done, Marijke 

gave a very interesting and entertaining talk about special encounters at sea, and finally we gathered again 

in the Bar to raise a glass with the Captain and the Staff to what had been an incredible voyage to Antarctica. 

  



Day 12 – December 29th, 2018 
Ushuaia  
GPS position at 0800: 54°48.6‘S, 068°17‘W  
 

All good things come to an end, as they say. Today was our last morning on Ortelius. After a last night in the 

cabin which had started to feel like home, we were instructed to put our suitcases in the corridors this morn-

ing so the crew could take them out and off the ship to be ready for transport to the airport or the storage 

facility in town. After one more breakfast it was time to say goodbye. Goodbye to the ship and its crew and 

staff, and to all new friends. Appointments were made to stay in touch and farewells were said. All could 

look back to a very nice and successful trip. At 08:30 everyone handed in the keys to the cabins, picked up 

the luggage from the pier, and set off by bus or foot towards our individual destinies, heading for new ad-

ventures and with many great memories. 

 

Thank you all for such a wonderful voyage, 

for your company, good humour and enthusiasm. 

We hope to see you again in the future, wherever that might be! 

 

 
 

 



 

 

Furthest South: 65˚13.258’S 064˚08.071’W 

Total Distance Sailed: 1.752 nm 

 

 

On behalf of Oceanwide Expeditions, Captain Ernesto Barria, 

Expedition Leader Tobias Brehm, Hotel Manager Sigi Penzenleitner, 

and all the crew and staff, it has been a pleasure travelling with you. 

 

 



PHOTOGRAPHY 
CONTEST 2019
Your chance to win a € 1000 gift 
voucher for your next polar adventure.
EVERYONE KNOWS A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS, 
BUT DID YOU KNOW THAT YOUR PHOTOS MIGHT NOW ALSO BE 
WORTH A € 1000 GIFT VOUCHER?

Share your experience!
Did you catch a rare seabird on the fly? Do you have a panorama of the 
Northern Lights filling the sky? Did you get up close and personal with a 
penguin? Did you capture a look of awe or wonder on a fellow passenger’s 
face?

If you’ve been a passenger on any one of our past voyages we want to see 
your pictures. 

You’re free to send in as many pictures as you wish. The best pictures are 
the ones that capture what it’s like to take one of our special expeditions to 
the remote and beautiful ends of the Earth.

UPLOAD YOUR PHOTO AT

WWW.OCEANWIDE-EXPEDITIONS.COM/GALLERY 
The size of your photo should be between 2MB and 8MB. Our lucky winners will be contacted by e-mail and  
Facebook by 30 April 2019. The photography contest runs from 01 November 2018 until 31 March 2019.

PRIZES
€ 1000 
GIFT VOUCHER 
for Oceanwide Expeditions     

€ 500 gift voucher
for Oceanwide Expeditions

€ 250 gift voucher
for Oceanwide Expeditions

1st

2nd

3rd

WWW. O C E A NW I D E - E X P E D I T I O N S . C O M

Read the terms and conditions of the contest on www.oceanwide-expeditions.com/page/contest-terms







Species list: Birds and marine mammals seen 18 December  to 28 December 2018 

18-dec 19-dec 20-dec 21-dec 22-dec 23-dec 24-dec 25-dec 26-dec 27-dec 28-dec

English Latin

Emperor Penguin Aptenodytes forsteri

Adelie Penguin Pygoscelis adeliae X X X

Gentoo Penguin Pygoscelis papua papua X X X X X X

Chinstrap Penguin Pygoscelis antarctica X X X X X X

Macaroni Penguin Eudyptes chrysolophus X

Rockhopper Penguin Eudyptes chrysocome X

Magellanic Penguin Spheniscus magellanicus X

Wandering Albatross Diomedea exulans X X

Northern Royal Albatross Diomedea sanfordi X

Southern Royal Albatross Diomedea epomophora X X

Black-browed Albatross Diomedea melanophris X X X X X X

Grey-Headed Albatross Diomedea chrysostoma X X X

Light Mantled Albatross Phoebetria palpebrata X X

Northern Giant Petrel Macronectes halli X X X X

Southern Giant Petrel Macronectes giganteus X X X X X X X X X X

Antarctic Fulmar Fulmarus glacialoides X X X X X

Cape Petrel (Pintado) Daption capensis X X X X X X X X X X

Antarctic Petrel Thalassoica antarctica

Snow Petrel Pagodroma nivea X X X

Soft Plumaged Petrel Pterodroma mollis

Blue Petrel Halobaena caerulea X X X

White-chinned Petrel Procellaria aequinoctialis X X X X X

Sooty Shearwater Puffinus griseus X X

Great Shearwater Puffinus gravis

Antarctic Prion Pachyptila desolata X X

Fairy Prion Pachyptila turtur

Slender-billed Prion Pachyptila belcheri X

Wilson’s Storm-Petrel Oceanites oceanicus X X X X X X X X X X

Black-bellied Storm-Petrel Fregetta tropica X X X

Grey-backed Storm-Petrel Oceanites nereis

English Latin 18-dec 19-dec 20-dec 21-dec 22-dec 23-dec 24-dec 25-dec 26-dec 27-dec 28-dec

Common Diving-Petrel Pelecanoides (urinatrix) 

berard
X X

Megellanic Diving-Petrel Pelecanoides magellani X



Imperial (Blue Eyed) Shag Phalacrocorax atriceps X X

Antarctic Shag Phalacrocorax 

bransfieldensis
X X X X

Pale-faced Sheatbill Chionis alba X X X X X

Chilean Skua Catharacta chilensis X X

South Polar Skua Catharacta maccormicki X X X X X X X

Sub-Antarctic/Brown Skua Catharacta antarctica X X X X

Kelp Gull Larus dominicanus X X X X X X X X X

South American Tern Sterna hirundinacea X X

Antarctic Tern Sterna vittata X X X X X X X

Marine mammals
Southern Right Whale Eubalaena australis

Antarctic Minke Whale Balaenoptera bonaerensis

X X

Humpback Whale Megaptera novaeangliae

X X X X X

Blue Whale Balaenoptera musculus

Fin Whale Balaenoptera physalus X

Sei Whale Balaenoptera borealis X

S. Bottlenose Whale Hyperoodon planifrons X

Long Finned Pilot whale Globicephala melas

Killer Whale Orcinus orca X X

Hourglass Dolphin Lagenorhynchus cruciger

Peale’s Dolphin Lagenorhynchus australis

X

Leopard Seal Hydrurga leptonyx X X

Crabeater Seal Lobodon carcinophagus

X X X

Weddell Seal Leptonychotes weddelli X X X X X

Southern Elephant Seal Mirounga leonin X X

Antarctic Fur Seal Arctocephalus gazella X

Southern Sea Lion Otaria flavescens X X



Tobias Brehm – Expedition Leader 

 

Tobias spends as much time as possible out in 
nature to observe and learn from and about Earth 
and Nature. He likes to share this passion with 
interested people and has facilities to explain these 
fascinating mechanisms and phenomena. 

With a B.Sc. in Geosciences and a M.Sc. in Economic 
Geology, Tobias’ experience mainly originates from 
his work as an exploration geologist within the 
mining and metals industry. He has worked on 
projects in Australia, Iceland, Greenland and all 
across Canada with a focus on remote, helicopter-
based fieldwork within the Yukon Territory and 
northern British Columbia; in areas that not many 
people have a chance to see and enjoy. 

When telling about his work and experiences, 
Tobias realized numerous times that there are 

many misconceptions in regards to geology and that geologists are generally not trying well 
enough to reach out to the ‘general public’. In addition, many people seem to be ‘disconnected’ 
from nature in some ways. This led him to join the Oceanwide Expeditions team in 2014 to share 
his love and knowledge about Earth and Nature, especially of Polar Regions, with others. 

Throughout his geological career, Tobias has travelled all across the world experiencing many 
different cultures and environments. He has been to Alaska and the “Lower 48” (i.e. Yellowstone 
National Park), to nearly all of Canada, Australia & Tasmania, Peru, Iceland, to nearly all of 
Europe and to desert countries like the Sultanate of Oman. However, he feels most comfortable 
in rugged, mountainous terrain of Polar Regions. 

At home, he spends his time climbing mountains and exploring the mystical spheres of caves or 
abandoned mines. 



Sandra Petrowitz – Assistant Expedition Leader 
 
 

From early on, Sandra has been a 

dedicated naturalist, traveler and 

photographer. Fueled by curiosity and a 

deep passion for being out and about, 

her extensive journeys have led her 

across the globe. When visiting the polar 

regions for the first time she 

immediately fell for the high latitudes’ 

nature and light. So besides stories and 

photos, she brought home the polar 

bug. She has been returning frequently 

to the Arctic and Antarctica ever since. 

 

Holding a degree in journalism, Sandra 

has a background in working as an 

editor, free-lance journalist and writer for more than 20 years. An avid nature, wildlife and 

travel photographer, she has a wide interest in all kinds of nature and wildlife observations. 

When she is not working on board expedition ships, Sandra leads specialized photo trips to 

the polar regions but also to places like Botswana and Jordan, or contributes images and 

articles to magazines and websites. She has published two books on travel photography. A 

third is in the making. 

 
 
 
 



Marijke de Boer – Expedition Guide 

 

Marijke grew up in the Netherlands, Switzerland and 

Germany. She is fascinated by cetaceans, and has 

participated in various ocean-crossing surveys, namely 

the Arctic Davis Strait, Indian Ocean, South China Sea, 

Southern Ocean and Antarctica. These surveys formed 

the core foundation of her detailed in-depth 

experience with marine mammals.  

She completed a MSc in Marine Ecology (University of 

Utrecht) and a PhD (Marine Mammal Ecology) at the 

University of Wageningen focusing on the abundance 

and distribution of cetaceans using (low-cost) seagoing 

vessels (‘Platforms of Opportunity’).  

Nowadays her research focuses on marine fauna within the Wider Caribbean Region, 

West Africa and Cornwall (UK). Marijke has produced a wide selection of scientific 

publications and presented numerous papers to various international conferences and 

committees. 

 

Whilst she very much enjoys the academic side of her career, her first love is sharing her 

knowledge in the field. She has worked as a wildlife guide during multiple oceanic 

expeditions and is happy to ‘escape the office’. She currently lives in the Netherlands 

and England and speaks Dutch, English and German. The ocean is very special to her – 

‘after more than 20 years of sailing the seven seas, it never fails to educate, surprise and 

enthrall me’. 

 



 

CLAUDIO GHIGLIONE – Expedition Guide 
PhD in Earth, Environmental and Polar Sciences, expedition guide and wildlife photographer 

 

 

Claudio was born in Italy in 

1983. Always interested in 

science and nature since he was 

really young. His first passion 

was, as for a lot of other 

children, the dinosaurs. If he 

has to consider himself only as 

a student, he thinks he wasn’t a 

good one because he didn’t like 

to spend entire days inside 

buildings only reading books. 

However, he has always needed to discover new things because he is really curious and, for this 

reason, he likes to learn always new things. Everyone comes into the world with the need of 

discovery but just few people have this passion when they become adults. As Indiana Jones 

said in one of his films, “you’ll never be a good archaeologist if you don’t go to the field”. Funny 

expression but he is firmly believed that the same applies to every biologist or any other job 

related to science or nature can do the difference. 

After high school his tendency for the scientific subjects led him to take a degree in 

Environmental Sciences and then also a master degree in Marine Sciences. After these 

degrees, he worked several years on different University scientific projects and in March 2017 

he defended and deposited his PhD thesis in Earth, Environmental and Polar Sciences run in 

collaboration among the University of Siena (Italy), the Italian National Antarctic Museum 

(Italy) and the British Antarctic Survey (United Kingdom) with a specialization in polar benthic 

ecology. He took part in different Artic and Antarctic expeditions as a researcher, expedition 

guide and as a photo guide too because, in addition to his scientific skills, he is also a 

professional wildlife and travel photojournalist. 

 

This is a just brief biography about him… If you want to know more, just ask him or visit 

www.riftia.eu 

 



 

 

 

Marc Vogler – Expedition Guide 

 
 
Nationality: American 
 
Mark graduated the prestigious 
UCLA Film School and is  
published travel writer and pho-
tographer. In college he became 
a NAUI certified diver and went 
on to work on film productions 
and underwater film crews, shoot-
ing sharks on location in the  
Bahamas.  
 
In 2006 Mark heard the call of the 
ice and ventured to Barrow, 
Alaska to see the frozen ocean. In 
2011 he then went South,  
sailing below the Antarctic Circle, 
where he developed an acute 
case of Polar Fever. In 2012, he returned to the Arctic, exploring the east coast of Greenland 
and sailed deep into Scoresby Sund, the largest fjord system on earth, resulting in his first pub-
lished polar piece, "Greenland’s Iceberg Parade: The Greatest Show On Earth”, published by 
international shipping industry magazine, Marine Commerce. In 2015, Mark was sent on assign-
ment to the Antartica peninsula with international Digital Travel Magazine, Man About World, to 
pen “Antarctica: The Ultimate White Party”. 
 
Since then Mark has built his polar credentials, earning his STCW-95 certification at the Califor-
nia State University Maritime Academy, trained with US Coast Guard in maritime safety, and be-
come certified in wilderness first aid. 
 
Most recently, Mark spent the first 2 months of 2018 with the  
National Science Foundation at McMurdo Station, the United States Antarctic Research Station 
in the Ross Sea, and is on standby to return there to winter-over in Antarctica in 2019. 
 
Mark has explored and photographed both the east and west coasts of Greenland, Iceland, 
Svalbard, Canadian Arctic, Alaska, the Antarctic Peninsula, ventured into the Weddell Sea, and 
in 2017, he semi circumnavigated the Great White Continent, on a 32 day sail from New Zea-
land to Argentina with Oceanwide Expeditions Ross Sea Itinerary 
 
Mark is thrilled to join the expedition team with Oceanwide  
Expeditions, and to share with their guests his love and passion for Antarctica and Polar Travel. 



Werner Kruse – Photo Guide 

 

Werner Kruse is a well-

travelled and experienced 

Editor, Cameraman and 

Photographer. Werner has 

worked on international 

productions in Los Angeles, 

travel documentaries for 

Princess Cruises and 

Wildlife & Expedition 

Documentaries in Africa. 

After graduating from High 

School, he studied 

photography at Port 

Elizabeth Technikon while working as freelance photographer for the regional 

newspaper, Die Burger. From there he gained experience as assistant to renowned 

Fashion/Advertising & Documentary photographer, Johan Wilke. 

In 2004 he expanded his career working as Cameraman and Editor in Cape Town, South 

Africa. His passion for editing took him to Los Angeles where he did an Avid Certified 

Professional film-editing course at Video Symphony in Burbank. 

After his studies he started working all over the world making travel documentaries for 

Princess Cruises. He explored places such as Petra, Machu Picchu, Great Barrier and 

Rapa Nui, Spitsbergen, Iceland and his favourite, the Hawaiian and Tahitian Islands. 

Currently he is based in Cape Town, South Africa, working on TV shows, documentaries, 

commercials and corporate productions as well as frequent travels abroad for various 

video and photo assignments. 

Werner is extremely passionate about wildlife, nature and the ocean, supports 

environmental and wildlife causes and believes in conservation. He has travelled to 112 

countries and loves to capture every moment.  

 



 

Grace Bodo – Expedition Guide 

 

Grace grew up in the United States and since completing her studies has spent the last 6 years exploring the 
globe.  Her biggest passion is travel and she loves exploring all the different aspects, cultures and natures of our 
world. 

In her traveling life Grace has worked in many adventurous roles.  A few of her favorites include living in the most 
remote parts of New Zealand wilderness for months on end hunting possums, commercial salmon fishing in Alaska, 
sailing through the Arctic, working on a Russian ship in the Sub-Antarctic down towards the Ross sea and most 
recently sailing around to all the small islands in the middle of the pacific ocean where she was giving lifesaving 
medical training to small villages on small, beautiful islands.  In 2015 Grace sailed on a 47 foot sail boat of 5 people 
from New York, up to Greenland and across the top of North America to Alaska, being the 127th sail boat to ever 
successfully sail the North West Passage.  Grace is very experienced leading in the outdoors and maintaining 
morale while sea sick.  She is the type who knows a little bit of a lot of different things and loves picking up new 
skills and random bits of knowledge.  

As a traveler when she is not guiding she spends a lot of her time volunteering, enjoys sleeping in her tent or 
hammock and her favorite mode of transportation is hitch hiking, meeting amazing people from all walks of life.   
She has lived in the Netherlands, Israel, New York, Mexico, Turkey, New Zealand, Indonesia and Tonga.  She has 
spent time in over 70 countries and plans to continue traveling for many more years.  

Her future plans include continuing as a guide with Oceanwide on their various and amazing expeditions around 
the globe.  Also she is considering this 2018 to join a 124 foot sail boat of dysfunctional but lovely crew who are 
attempting to not only sail the North West Passage but to get as close to the North Pole as any sail boat has in 
history.   

Grace has years of experience looking after people and keeping everything running smoothly.  She works well with 
people because she is thoughtful, helpful and genuinely cares that you are happy, safe and enjoying yourself as 
much as possible.    

You will likely always see Grace smiling during the voyage, she is living the life of her dreams as a guide and is 
always thrilled to be anywhere in the Antarctic.  What makes this adventure to Antarctica extra special for Grace is 
being able to share it with everyone on board and she is really looking forward to meeting you! 

 

 



James Saulino – Camping Guide 

 

Jim was born in London 

and studied engineering. 

In the 1990’s, tired of 

factory life, he cycled 

across Spain to join a 

charity developing 

alternative technologies 

such as solar cookers, 

ovens and stills for ‘third 

world applications’.  

 

He then switched his focus to conservation issues working with many NGO’s including 

projects focusing on sea turtle and monk seal protection with WWF. During the 1990’s 

he sailed with Greenpeace and worked with many of their European action teams. 

The 2000’s saw him working on the UK’s south Cornwall coast doing by-catch research 

which necessitated searching for stranded dolphins on very remote coastal areas. 

Most recently he has been conducting marine mammal research on behalf of the 

Icelandic and Greenland authorities in the Denmark Strait off east Greenland. He is 

also involved with a project in Suriname working with sloths, river dolphins and sea 

turtles. 

He lives in Suffolk and speaks English, some Dutch and a little Spanish. 

His motto is ‘‘it is no accident that sea turtles have been around for something like 200 

million years, and this fact should teach us that a ‘higher intelligence’ is no guarantee 

of survival, although it may help delay our extinction”. 

 



 

Fran Pothecary  

Expedition and Kayaking guide 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Though originally from the 
flatlands of east England, I 
have lived in the Highlands of 
Scotland for the past 28 years 
where I started my career in 
outdoor guiding and 
instruction. 
 
 
 

 
I love the wild and remote places of the world – including my 
backyard – and am happiest walking, kayaking, climbing, biking 
and skiing in these places. I have a Diploma in Outdoor 
Education and a M.Sc. in Managing Sustainable Mountain 
Development. In 2013 after 10 years working in recreation 
management for the Cairngorms National Park, I joined the 
British Antarctic Survey first as a General Assistant and then as 
a Field Guide, which included a winter season at Rothera on 
Adelaide Island. After a brief spell working for the UK Antarctic 
Heritage Trust I started with Oceanwide Expeditions and now 
split my time between kayak guiding in Antarctica and working 
in the Alps as trekking guide during the summer. This season 
also sees a return to Rothera for a short field season ‘on the 
ice’ putting fuel, equipment and provisions in place for a large 
collaborative US/UK science programme next year. 



Mal Haskins 
New Zealand 

NZMGA / IFMGA 

Mountain and Ski Guide 

 

 

I’ve been calling the mountains and high ranges of the world 

my home now for the last 20 years.  I really enjoying sharing 

my passion and enjoyment of the great outdoors with others so 

guiding was a natural progression for me.  I work in various 

parts of the world in both summer and winter conditions taking 

people mountaineering and skiing and call Wanaka, New 

Zealand my home.  I spend time working from Nepal, India, 

Peru, New Zealand and Antarctica. 

I had the opportunity to come down to work and experience the 

Antarctic Peninsula a few years ago and have been coming 

down each season now for the past 4 years. 

I find all mountain ranges around the world special but with 

Antarctica there is extra magic – the wildlife, amazing glaciers, 

weather and the people you meet on these journeys – it’s an 

experience you can’t match anywhere else in the world. 

I’m looking forward to sharing my joy of the mountains with you 

in this special place. 

 



Trevor Streat – Mountain Guide 

 

Trev is a veteran New Zealand Mountain Guide. 

Internationally qualified by the I.F.M.G.A. he has 

been guiding since 1989.  

Along with many years climbing and skiing in 

New Zealand’s Southern Alps he has also spent 

20 winter seasons heliski guiding in the 

Himalaya, North India and paid several visits to 

the Arctic to ski on the West coast of Greenland.  

This is Trev’s first visit to the Antarctic Peninsula 

and he is very much looking forward to exploring 

this amazing region together with all of you! 



Laurien Reinders – Ship’s Physician 
 

 
Back in the Netherlands I work as a 

family doctor or general practioner. 

Before I became a GP, I was trained as 

a Tropical Doctor in the field of surgery, 

obstetrics and pediatrics.  I worked with 

Doctors Without Borders in The 

Democratic Republic of Congo and 

Central African Republic for a few 

years.  

 

Ever since I started my work as GP, I try 

to join a medical mission of some sort 

every year. In 2016 I joined a voluntary 

team in Samos/Greece to work in a 

refugee camp for a few weeks. In 2017 

I worked with Medical Checks for 

Children in Nepal. This year, you as 

passengers of Ortelius on this trip to 

Antarctica have got my full (medical) 

attention. 

 

I am 36 years old and live in the beautiful city of Amsterdam. In my free time I love to travel, 

ride a motorbike, dance, camp, hike, go to theatres and debates. Last year Nepal and Bhutan 

with their overwhelming Himalayan mountains and beautiful culture stole my heart. Can’t 

wait to be impressed by the Antarctic nature, feeling small as a human amongst all that 

gracious beauty. 



 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Captain Ernesto Barria 
and his international crew of 54 

 

including 

 

First Officer: Tony Salo [Finland] 

Second Officer: Mindaugas Oginskas [Lithuania] 

Third Officer:  Luis Oroceo [Philippines] 

Third Officer:  Andy Mangilit [Philippines] 

Chief Engineer: Guntis Dizbite [Latvia] 

Hotel Manager: Sigi Penzenleitner [Austria] 

Assist. Hotel Manager: Melanie Penzenleitner [Austria] 

Head Chef: Sean Steele [New Zealand / Canada] 

Sous Chef: Gaurav Bawa [India] 

Ship’s Physician: Laurien Reinders [United Kingdom] 

  

and  

Expedition Leader: Tobias Brehm [Germany] 

Assist. Expedition Leader: Sandra Petrowitz [Germany] 

Expedition Guide: Marijke De Boer [The Netherlands] 

Expedition Guide: Claudio Ghiglione [Italy] 

Expedition/Snowshoe Guide: Mark Vogler [United States] 

Expedition/Photographic Guide 

Camping Guide: 

Camping Guide: 

Kayak Guide: 

Werner Kruse 

Grace Bodo 

James Saulino 

Frances Pothecary 

[South Africa] 

[United States] 

[United Kingdom] 

[United Kingdom] 

Mountaineering Guide: Mal Haskins [New Zealand] 

Mountaineering Guide: Trevor Streat [New Zealand] 

   

 

welcome you on board! 



 
 

 

Embarkation 
Tuesday 18 December 2018 

 
Welcome on board! Your luggage will have been delivered to your cabin. After 
we are all onboard, please check and notify Reception if you are missing 
anything or have luggage that does not belong to you. While we are embarking 
please feel free to explore the ship. The Lounge is located on Deck 6. 
 
~17.00  Mandatory Safety Briefing in the Lecture Room (Deck 3).  

ALL PASSENGERS are required to attend this important safety 
briefing. 

 
We will conduct the mandatory Lifeboat Drill right after. Please 
listen for the Alarm. 

 
~18.00  Approximate sailing time. As we leave Ushuaia we recommend 

that you enjoy the views from the top outside decks. 
Please Note: The Bridge will be closed for departure while we 
navigate the Beagle Channel. 
 

18.30  Soon after sailing we would like to invite you to the Lounge on 
Deck 6 for a Welcome Briefing by Expedition Leader Tobias and an 
introduction to the ship by Hotel Manager Siggi. 

 
Afterwards there will be Captain’s Cocktails with Captain Ernesto 
Barria. You will also meet the rest of the Expedition Team. 

 
19.30  Dinner is served in the Dining Room located on Deck 4 behind 

Reception. Bon appétit! 
 
 

Tonight we will enter the Drake Passage. 
Please ensure your belongings are secure and will not roll, slide or fall 

when the ship starts to move with the swell. 
 



 
 

 

Drake Passage 
Wednesday 19 December 2018 

 
 

0745   Wake-up call 
 
0800   Breakfast buffet will be served in the Dining Room for one hour. 
   
0930   Join the Expedition Team in the Lounge (Deck 6) for introductory 

briefings on various activities (the briefings are mandatory for 
those interested in doing the selected options) 

 
0930 ‐ 1030  Kayaking with Fran 
 
1045 ‐ 1145 Mountaineering with Mal & Trevor 

 
1230   Lunch is served in the Dining Room. 
 
1430   Join Grace & James in the Lounge (Deck 6) for an introduction to 

Camping (the briefing is mandatory for those interested in 
camping). 

 
1630  Feel free to join Marijke in the Lounge for an Introduction to 

Penguins. 
 
1830  Recap: This is our daily opportunity to revisit the events of the day 

and look forward to tomorrow’s plans. Tobias and the Expedition 
Team will meet you in the Lounge. 

 
1900   Dinner is served in the Dining Room. Enjoy your meal! 

 
Today we are in open waters, please always hold on with at least one 

hand and be very careful in the stairwells. 



 
 

 

Drake Passage 
Thursday 20 December 2018 

 
 

0745   Wake-up call 

0800   Breakfast buffet will be served in the Dining Room for one hour.   

0930  Please come to the Lounge and join Tobias for the mandatory IAATO 
and Zodiac safety briefing. Everybody who wants to go ashore in 
Antarctica will have to come to this briefing! 

1100 We will start distributing your Rubber Boots and Life Jackets in the 
Lecture Room, located on Deck 3. To ensure a smooth operation we will 
call you by Deck number so please listen out for announcements. Bring 
your thick socks! 

1230   Lunch is served in the Dining Room.  

1330  Biosecurity vacuuming time! We will call you by deck to the Lounge 
(Deck 6) to vacuum your outer clothes and the bags that you will be 
taking ashore. Please listen out for your turn and don’t forget to sign 
the IAATO biosecurity declaration afterwards. 

1700  Almost everybody has brought a camera on this voyage – join Werner 
in the Lecture Room (Deck 3) for some Tips and Tricks about 
Photography. This is suitable for people with all kinds of cameras. 

1830  Recap: This is our daily opportunity to revisit the events of the day and 
look forward to tomorrow’s plans. Tobias and the Expedition Team will 
meet you in the Lounge. 

1900  Dinner is served in the Dining Room. Enjoy your meal! 

2030 Those of you who are scheduled for mountaineering on 21 December 
in the morning (AM) please meet Mal and Trev in the Lecture Room 
(Deck 3). Please bring your mountaineering boots! 

 
Today we are in open waters, please always hold on with at least one hand 

and be very careful in the stairwells. 



 
 

 

Orne Harbour and Cuverville Island  
Friday 21 December 2018 

 
 

0645   Wake-up call 
 
0700   Breakfast buffet will be served in the Dining Room for one hour.  
 
0730 Mountaineers: meet Mal in the Lecture Room, dressed and ready to go. 
0800 Kayakers: meet Fran in the Heli Hangar on Deck 6.  
 
This morning we would like to offer a Zodiac cruise in Orne Harbour. This bay has steep 
mountains and glaciers on all sides, so is not suitable for landing but ideal for a Zodiac cruise. 
Apart from stunning scenery, this place is also known as one of the few places in the 
Gerlache Strait which has a colony of Chinstrap Penguins. 
 
0815  Group 1 – Cabins 334 to 449 - please come to the gangway for your cruise. 
0945 Group 2 – Cabins 450 to 529 - please come to the gangway for your cruise.

   
1200   Lunch is served in the Dining Room. 
 
1300 Mountaineers: meet Mal in the Lecture Room, dressed and ready to go. 
1330 Kayakers: meet Fran in the Heli Hangar on deck 6. 
 
1400  This afternoon we plan to land on Cuverville Island. Home to the largest 

Gentoo Penguin colony on the Peninsula, this is a good opportunity to sit and 
take in the life of a penguin, as they move around the island. 

 
1830  Please join the Expedition Team in the Lounge for our Daily Recap. 
 
1900  Dinner is served in the Dining Room. Please let the campers go first! Enjoy your 

meal. 
 
2015   Camping at Kerr Point, Ronge Island 

Please be ready to collect your gear from the Heli Hangar by 1945. Remember 
to pack warm clothes and don’t forget: The bathrooms onboard are more 
comfortable than the one onshore!! 

 
2030  Technical Mountaineering Group (22nd PM) meet Mal in the Lecture Room 



 
 

 

Neko Harbour and Brown Station 
Saturday 22 December 2018 

 
 

0715   Wake-up call 

0730   Breakfast buffet will be served in the Dining Room for one hour.  

0800 Mountaineers: meet Mal in the Lecture Room, dressed and ready to go. 

0800 Kayakers: meet Fran on the Zodiac Deck (Deck 5).  

0900 We hope to land at Neko Harbour on the Antarctic Continent. This small 
indentation in Andvord Bay is named after a whaling ship that used the bay as 
a home base for a couple of years around 1910-1913.  

 For those of you keen on a Polar Plunge: At the end of the landing we will try 
to offer you the opportunity to splash around in Antarctic waters. Please wear 
your swimsuit under your warm clothing. We will bring towels for you! 

1230   Lunch is served in the Dining Room. 

1300 Mountaineers: meet Mal in the Lecture Room, dressed and ready to go. 

1315 Kayakers: meet Fran in the Heli Hangar on Deck 6. 

1400 We hope to land at Brown Station, an Argentine science station which is only 
temporarily occupied (except for its permanent residents of Gentoo 
penguins).  This is also an Antarctic continental landing. We will also have a 
zodiac cruise in Skontorp Cove. The first five Zodiacs will go ashore first, the 
second five will cruise first. We then swap on shore so everybody can do 
everything. 

1830  Please join the Expedition Team in the Lounge for our Daily Recap. 

1900  Dinner is served in the Dining Room. Please let the campers go first! Enjoy 
your meal. 

2015   Camping at Damoy Point 

Please be ready to collect your gear from the Heli Hangar by 1945. Remember 
to pack warm clothes and don’t forget: The bathrooms onboard are more 
comfortable than the one onshore!! 

2030   Technical Mountaineering Group (23rd) meets Mal in the Lecture Room 



 
 

 

Damoy Point / Dorian Bay and Port Lockroy 
Sunday 23 December 2018 

 
 

0645   Wake-up call 
 
0700   Breakfast buffet will be served in the Dining Room for one hour.  
 
0730 Mountaineers: meet Mal in the Lecture Room, dressed and ready to go. 
0745 Kayakers: meet Fran in the Heli Hangar on deck 6.  
  
0900 We hope to land at Dorian Bay, near Damoy Point on Wiencke Island. This 

small bay and associated point are home to two small huts, one Argentine and 
one British, plus several thousand Gentoo penguins. 

 
1230   Lunch is served in the Dining Room. 
 
1330 Kayakers: meet Fran in the Heli Hangar on deck 6. 
 
1400 We will bring on board Port Lockroy staff who will meet us in the Bar for a 

quick chat about past and present Port Lockroy.  
 
~1445 We plan to land at Port Lockroy. This is a split landing where you will get to 

visit two sites. One half will start at Jougla Point with the wildlife, and the 
second half will start at the museum on Goudier Island. We will swap 
locations halfway through so everybody gets to visit both spots. 

 
1830  Please join the Expedition Team in the Lounge for our Daily Recap. 
 
1900  Dinner is served in the Dining Room. Please let the campers go first! Enjoy 

your meal. 
 
2015   Camping at Damoy Point 

Please be ready to collect your gear from the Heli Hangar by 1945. Remember 
to pack warm clothes and don’t forget: The bathrooms onboard are more 
comfortable than the one onshore!! 



 
 

 

Pleneau Island and Petermann Island 
Monday 24 December 2018 

 
 

0645   Wake-up call 

0700   Breakfast buffet will be served in the Dining Room for one hour. 

0800 We will sail the ship through the famous Lemaire Channel. This narrow 
channel is only 600m wide at its narrowest point and is surrounded by 
spectacular, glaciated mountains. Please come to the outer decks and enjoy! 

0745 Mountaineers: meet Mal in the Lecture Room, dressed and ready to go. 

TBA Kayakers: meet Fran in the Heli Hangar on deck 6.  

TBA Conditions allowing, we hope to be able to offer you a cruise at Pleneau 
Island. This is a place with great scenery and the chance to marvel at some of 
the big icebergs grounded in the shallow waters just offshore. 

 Both groups please listen for announcements - we will call you to the gangway 
for your cruise! 

Group 1 – Cabins 334 to 445 

   Group 2 – Cabins 446 to 529  

1230   Lunch is served in the Dining Room. 

1300 Mountaineers: meet Mal in the Lecture Room, dressed and ready to go. 

TBA Kayakers: meet Fran in the Heli Hangar on deck 6. 

TBA We hope to offer you a landing at Petermann Island. This island has a large 
Gentoo Penguin colony and a smaller one of Adelie Penguins. In addition, 
there is a refuge hut on the island as well as a commemorative cross. 

1830  Please join the Expedition Team in the Lounge for our Daily Recap. 

1900  Dinner is served. Please let the campers go first. Bon appetit! 

2015   Camping at Hovgaard Island 

Please be ready to collect your gear from the Heli Hangar by 1945. Remember 
to pack warm clothes and don’t forget: The bathrooms onboard are more 
comfortable than the one onshore!! 

 
Oh, and by the way: MERRY CHRISTMAS :-) 



 
 

 

Useful Island and Ketley Point  
Tuesday 25 December 2018 

 
 

0700   Wake-up call 
 
0715   Breakfast buffet will be served in the Dining Room for one hour.  
 
TBA Kayakers: meet Fran in the Heli Hangar on deck 6.  
 Mountaineers: stand by for announcements from Mal regarding your timings. 
 
0900 Expedition morning at Useful Island. Please stand by for announcements.  
   
1230   Lunch is served in the Dining Room. 
 
TBA Mountaineers: meet Mal in the Lecture Room, dressed and ready to go. 
 Kayakers: meet Fran in the Heli Hangar on deck 6. 
  
1430 Expedition afternoon at Ketley Point, Ronge Island. Please stand by for 

announcements.  
 
1830  Please join the Expedition Team in the Lounge for our Daily Recap. 
 
1900  Dinner is served in the Dining Room. Please let the campers go first! Enjoy 

your meal. 
 
2015   Camping (location still to be determined) 

Please be ready to collect your gear from the Heli Hangar by 1945. Remember 
to pack warm clothes and don’t forget: The bathrooms onboard are more 
comfortable than the one onshore!! 
 
And, of course: MERRY CHRISTMAS :-) 
 



 
 

 

Melchior Islands & Bransfield Strait 
Wednesday 26 December 2018 

 
 
Early this morning we will pick up the campers who will have spent the night at the Melchior 

Islands. For those who are awake anyway or inclined to wake up for having a look, the 

Melchiors have some great scenery quite different from what we have seen so far. From 

here, we will make our way into Bransfield Strait and later on head into the Drake Passage. 

 

Please prepare both yourself and your cabin for potentially rough seas. While we do not 

expect bad weather, it is best to put cameras, computers and other valuable fragile items 

down low, between layers of clothing, and where they cannot roll off onto the floor. Please 

also remember: one hand for the ship! 

 
 
Sleep in – no wake-up call! 
No worries though, Sigi will remind you to come to breakfast. ;-) 

 
0800   Breakfast will be served in the Dining Room for one hour.  
 
0930 Please join Marijke in the Lecture Room for her talk about Whale 

Identification. This will make sure you are well prepared for any further whale 
encounters we might have. 

 
1230   Lunch is served in the Dining Room. 
 
1430 Please join Claudio in the Lecture Room for his talk about climate change. 
 
1630 Please join Mark in the Lecture Room for his talk ‘Life at McMurdo’ – you will 

learn what it is like to actually live in Antarctica! 
 
1815  Please join the Expedition Team in the Lounge for our Daily Recap. 
 
1900  Dinner is served in the Dining Room. Enjoy your meal! 
 



 

At Sea Towards Ushuaia 
Thursday 27 December 2018 

 
 

 

Sleep in – no wake-up call!  
Sigi will remind you to come to breakfast. ;-) 

 
0800   Breakfast will be served in the Dining Room for one hour.  
   
1000 Depending on sea conditions, Tobias will give you an introduction to the 

geology of Antarctica. This will either be in the Lecture Room or the Lounge. 
 
1230   Lunch is served in the Dining Room. 
 
1430 Depending on sea conditions, Fran will talk about Historic British Huts on the 

Antarctic Peninsula. This will either be in the Lecture Room or the Lounge. 
 
1630 Trivia Afternoon in the Lounge! 
 
1830  Please join the Expedition Team in the Lounge for an extended version of our 

Daily Recap.  Bring your questions! 
 
1900   Dinner is served in the Dining Room. Enjoy your meal! 
 
 
 

Today we are in the open ocean, please always hold on with at least one 
hand and be very careful in the stairwells. 



 
 

 

Drake Passage 
Friday 28 December 2018 

 
 

Sleep in – no wake-up call! 
Sigi’s soft voice will gently remind you to not miss breakfast. ;-) 

 
0800   Breakfast will be served in the Dining Room for one hour.  
 
1000 Depending on sea conditions, Sandra will talk about Frank Hurley, the 

photographer of Shackleton’s expedition. This will either be in the Lecture 
Room or the Lounge.    

 
1230   Lunch is served in the Dining Room. 
 
±1500 Time for settling accounts with Sigi and Melanie at Reception. We will call you 

by deck number; please wait till your deck is called to avoid queues. You can 
pay with cash (Euro, USD) or major credit cards (except American Express). 
Please listen for announcements. 

 
Later this afternoon we will would like to collect the boots and lifejackets. 
Please stand by for announcements. 

 
1800  Please meet the Expedition Team in the Bar for a quick briefing about plans 

for disembarkation tomorrow and afterwards a Farewell Toast from your 
Captain. 

 
1900   Farewell Dinner is served in the Dining Room. Enjoy your meal! 
 
 
 

Today we are in the Drake Passage, please always hold on with at least 
one hand and be very careful in the stairwells. 



 
 

 

Disembarkation 
Saturday 29 December 2018 

 
 
We will be arriving in Ushuaia sometime this morning. The Bridge, forward Bow Deck and 
rear Stern Deck will be closed as the officers and crew will be working to bring us to dock. 
Once we dock, please DO NOT go down the gangway until an announcement has been 
made that we have been cleared to disembark by the local authorities. 
 
Please ensure your luggage is outside your cabin by the time Sigi invites you to breakfast at 
0730. We will move your main luggage to the pier, and after the busses have arrived we will 
call you to come down the gangway. You must ensure your own luggage is moved to the 
correct bus or the truck to the luggage storage place if you wish to use these services. 
 
 

0700  Wake-up call. 
 

0730  Breakfast is served in the Dining Room for one hour. 
 
Please place your large luggage outside your cabin when Sigi invites you to breakfast, and 
return your key card holders to reception when you go to breakfast. 
 
0830 All passengers must depart the ship. Buses to the airport will be on the pier. Everybody 

must identify their own luggage and make sure it goes to the right location.  
 

- You can have your luggage stored. Please take it to the truck on the pier and it will be 
taken to ‘Il Gatto’ at Avenida Maipú 1210. This building has a green roof and is located 
past the service station and approximately 350 m to the left as you leave the pier. You 
will need to pick up your luggage before 1400. 

 
 

The Captain, Crew, Staff and all of Oceanwide thank you for joining us on this 

incredible voyage and wish you all the best in your travels.  

We hope to see you again, North or South! 

 

“Fair winds and following seas” 
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